Frit Painting—A Fall Leaf Plate
Design, Fabrication, and Text by Brenda Smith

F

rit painting gives you the ability to take a design or idea and turn
it into a beautiful piece of glass art, literally one grain of glass at
a time. Glass frit comes in various sizes: powdered, fine, medium,
coarse, extra large, and confetti. This tutorial will demonstrate three
different methods of frit paint—outlining, solid, and embossing—all
fused and slumped. I used System 96 glass and frits in powder, fine,
and medium. My adhesive of choice is Streuter Technologies Liquid
Fusing Adhesive. I like it for its tacky feel, ease of use, workability,
pleasant smell, and the fact that it burns off when fired.

Preparing the Project

1
Select the design.

All projects begin by first choosing the design. I get inspired
by nature; its endless beauty and colors are breathtaking. There are
also cloth designs, geometric shapes, pattern magazines and, of
course, oneʼs imagination for inspiration. For this plate, I gathered
leaves outside my home and pressed them in magazines until they
were dry.

2
Select the
colors of glass
and frit, determine
the size of the project,
and cut the glass.

I picked four colors for the top and a second or bottom layer of
clear and slumped the project into a 14" x 9-3/4" plate mold. Any
mold can be used, however, by adjusting the glass sizes for each
color. To keep the ratio that I have, the amber would be 2/3 of the
width of the glass and the three pieces on the right would make up
the other third.
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Glass
Clear Glass, 14" x 9-3/4"
Transparent Amber, 14" x 6-3/8"
Pumpkin, 4-3/8" x 3-3/8"
Wavy Red, 8-1/4" x 3-3/8"
Dark Green, 1-3/8" x 3-3/8"
Spectrum System 96® Frits
F2-355 Marigold Opal Frit, Fine
F5-6120 Grenadine Red/Clear
F2-782 Olive Green Opal, Fine
F1-111 Dark Amber, Powder
F3-103 “Turns Pink,” Fine
F2-602 Flame Opal, Fine
Spectrum System 96® Rods
Orange
Dark Transparent Green
Light Ivory
Tools and Materials
No Days Liquid Fusing Adhesive™
14" x 9-3/4" Concave Dish Mold
Frit Funnel Kemper BB Cleanup Tool
Cotton Swabs Alcohol
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Carefully brush
the course frit off
of the leaves and
slowly remove the
dried leaves.

Make a test
palette for the
frit colors.

I find it helpful to fire all of the frit onto a clear sheet of glass,
identifying each different color with name and number. This will
assist you by letting you see how each fired frit color will look when
placed over your glass choice.

Some of the fine frit will get under the leaves and into the leaf
areas. Clean it out using a cotton swab dripped in alcohol. Then wet
the area inside each leaf with No Days Liquid Fusing Adhesive.
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First Method—Outlining

4

Using a frit
funnel, outline
each leaf and
add veins.

Prepare the glass.

Coat the main glass (transparent amber) with Streuter Technologies No Days Liquid Fusing Adhesive, center the leaves in place,
and press them into the adhesive.

5
Sprinkle fine
Marigold Opal frit
(# F2-355) over the
leaves to create a
shadow and outline.

6
Drop Grenadine
Red/Clear (#F5-6120)
around the leaves
by hand.

9
Wet the frit with Liquid
Fusing Adhesive and shape.

Clean up the outlines by repeatedly adding frit and liquid adhesive to make the lines denser and more solid. Any tool you like to
use is fine. I used a Kemper BB Cleanup Tool. Continue this process
until all of your leaves are finished.
***Hint: Even if after only one application of frit your lines look
fine, do it again! Fired powder and fine frit thin out a lot, and you
want to make sure that the lines are solid. If your work has dried
hard, you can rework any area again by adding a few drops of No
Days Liquid Fusing Adhesive. It will soften the area and become
reworkable. This adhesive gives you the ability to rework, add frit,
and adjust a line at any time.
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Second Method—Solid Frit Painting

10
Take a
single leaf
and trace its
outline onto the
pumpkin glass.

Fold a 3" x 6" piece of paper in half lengthwise and crease it
well. Fill the paper groove with about a tablespoon of Dark Amber
powder (F1-111). Starting at the tip of the leaf and holding the folded
paper with one hand, place the folded point just above the vein line.
With your other hand, tap the top of the paper an inch from the end
to let the powder flow out in a narrow line, filling the stem lines and
veins. Wet the powered frit with Liquid Adhesive and repeat the
above process, filling the veins again with powered frit.
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Since my leaf was not symmetrical, I traced the side I liked, then
flipped the leaf over to get the same shape on the other side.
Fill inside the traced area with Liquid Fusing Adhesive and
add Olive Green Opal, fine (F2-782) on top. Soak the frit with the
Liquid Fusing Adhesive. Using the Cleanup Tool, compress the
frit and repeat adding Liquid Fusing Adhesive and frit until it is
1/16" high.
***Hint: Make sure you have completely covered the leafʼs
traced line with frit and the leaf is level. If you miss a spot, the traced
line will show up as a ghost line. The color of the marker will be
gone, but the line will look faintly etched. Trust me!
Give the leaf a jagged edge by using the tip of the Cleanup Tool.
If the frit starts to stick to the bladeʼs edge, clean it with alcohol.

On a small
piece of paper
squirt No Days
Liquid Adhesive
into an inch puddle,
pour Dark Amber
powder into it,
and stir.

You will get a moist, crumbly mixture that can be chopped into
small pieces. Using the thin blade edge of the Cleanup Tool, take
the small frit chunks and scatter them on the leaf. Sparsely scatter
them on the glass around the leaf as well.This will give you the same
spotted look as the original leaf shown in step 10.
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Drop the powder
on the glass.

Create the
vein lines for
the leaf.

With your index finger and thumb, pinch some of the Dark Amber
powder out of the bottle. While rubbing your fingers together, drop
the powder randomly on the leaf and the surrounding glass.
Using the Cleanup Tool, cut a line down the center of the leaf
starting 3/16" from the tip of the leaf and go all the way to the
bottom. Place the knife edge back into the line and lightly push
against the sides, making the full length of the cut line wider—approximately 3/32" wide.
Do the above steps to make vein lines going out from both sides
of the center line. Carefully apply small drops of adhesive into center
and side veins. Using the side of the blade, tap the raised frit edge
along the veins level with the rest of the leaf, being careful not to
narrow your vein lines.

Third Method—Embossing Style
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12
Fill the
vein line
depressions with
Dark Amber Powder.
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On the Orange and Red
Wavy glass, draw a wispy
stem with three leaves.
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Do this by using a script or liner brush dipped into No Days
Liquid Fusing Adhesive, then freehand a stem and three leaves.
Shake “Turns Pink” fine frit (F3-103) over the wet freehand drawing.
Carefully pour the frit off of the glass onto a clean piece of paper
and return the excess frit back into the bottle, leaving the freehand
drawing covered with frit.

Assembly Of The Three Projects
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17

Firing
System 96 can be repeatedly fired without worry of devitrification—a great property!
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“Turns Pink” frit fires into a pinkish-violet color and is the wispy
stemʼs base layer. Using your script or scroll brush dipped in No
Days Liquid Fusing Adhesive, apply a thin coat on top of the fired
design. Sprinkle with Flame Opal fine frit (F2-602). Fire the glass
again to between a tack-fuse and full-fuse to leave a bit of texture.
I went to 1400ºF.

Clean your previously cut, clear glass and lay it down as the base.
Lay the four top pieces of glass over the clear glass, being careful
to not leave any fingerprints.
Using nippers, cut the Light Ivory stringer the length of the
glass, then place on top of the joint. Nip two lengths each of the
Orange, Light Ivory, and Dark Green stringers to match the width
of the second design (the pumpkin glass with the single leaf). Lay
the stringers down in the order of Orange, Dark Green, and Light
Ivory on the top joint of the Transparent Green; reverse the pattern
for the bottom joint.
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Note that some reds and oranges will darken (strike) with firing.
Glass manufacturers will state that information on these types of
glass. You probably have already figured this one out . . . Always
fire a test piece of glass that states “strikes” to a darker or different
color and you will never be surprised by the outcome.

Add Flame Opal
frit and fire again.

Gather the
design elements
and create the
design layout.

Place the
glass on a smooth
kiln shelf that has
several coats of
kiln wash or
cover with
kiln paper.
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Once the glass
has cooled, remove
it from the kiln.

Make 3 stringers from System 96 Orange, Dark Transparent
Green, and Light Ivory glass rods. See the photo in step 2 for colors.
If you donʼt have a torch, you can purchase System 96 stringers
in those colors or ask someone who owns a torch to make them
for you.
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Use a level to make sure that the kiln shelf is level. Now you
are ready to fire. I programmed my kiln to a full fuse of 1480ºF.
Each kiln is a bit different, so use the program that works best in
your kiln. It is always wise to use the kiln manufacturerʼs suggested
programs.
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Slump the piece.

Prepare the mold by making sure that the surface has been coated
with kiln wash and is smooth. If you see any ridges or stroke marks,
you can lightly brush them with a clean brush or finger. Clean all
surfaces of the glass and place on top of the mold. I have found that
a long hold at 1220ºF to 1250ºF will slump any glass as deep as you
want if held long enough. I held this glass for 60 minutes.
You are done! I hope you have fun painting with frit. Iʼve enjoyed
sharing the technique with you.
GPQ
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Stained Glass Made Easy, From Cookies to Cutters!

Brenda Smith holds a Bachelor of Science degree from Brigham Young University. She loves art and making things with
her own hands Brenda has been in the art
field for twenty-nine years, with an emphasis on glass the last
seven. She began with leaded glass windows, then went on to
stained glass and copper foil, building triple-glazed windows,
and performing commissioned work for business and residential
clients.
Brenda, who has four grown children and two grandchildren,
lives in Fullerton, California, with her husband Gary. After fusing
her first piece of glass, Brenda told her husband that she wanted a
kiln, to which he and her sons said, “Youʼll burn the house down!”
Their house is still standing, though, and looks even better. From
there, it was glass painting, jewelry boxes, custom glass tiles,
mosaics, and consulting work across the United States.
Brenda never wants to stop learning new things to do with
glass. Her glass work can be found in the United States, Japan,
and Brazil. You can find out more about Brenda and her glass
art at www.fireandice1.vpweb.com.

“Anything Is Possible”
with

Ask to see them at your favorite retailer! Or call 1-800-250-1790

Anything is possible ... words that artist Peggy Pettigrew Stewart
lives by. She has used her ﬁnely honed skills to create new methods
of working with glass combining fusing, kiln forming and sand
carving on which she applies oil colors and ﬁne metal inlay. Peggy
has developed a glass process without limits, resulting in some of
the most beautiful and truly original glass art available today. Her
Olympic kiln is her ﬁring furnace of choice for creating beautiful
possibilities. See more of Peggy’s work at
www.desertglasshopper.com and more
Olympic Kilns at www.greatkilns.com.

Call for a
distributor
near you.

Fellow master glass artist, Keith Jones,
works with Peggy and designs glass
molds for casting.

Phone
(800) 241-4400
or
(770) 967-4009
Fax (770) 967-1196
info@greatkilns.com

www.greatkilns.com
Peggy pictured with her GF3ETLC.
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